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This policy applies to all bookings made with Kingsbury Education for Our Mock Tests. 

Who are ‘we’? 

In this policy, whenever you see the words ‘We’, ‘Us’ or ‘Our’, it refers to Kingsbury Education. 

 

Your acceptance of this policy, and Our right to change and update it.

By booking and paying for Our Mock Tests, you agree to all our T&C's. These can be found on

Our website, kingsburyeducation.com. We have the right to change and update our policies at

any time and the most up-to-date versions can be found on Our website. Please read these

before making any payments to Us.

Mock Tests

Pre-payment is needed to secure your child’s place on a Mock test. Please see our Payments

& Refunds Policy for further details including the multi-bookings T&C's. Booking & payment

confirms you agree with our Mock Test Policy. If you do not agree with Our Payment and

Refund Policy or any of our T&C's then please do not book or pay any of Our services.

What you can expect from Our Mock Tests

We create our Mock Tests based on the GL Assessment Tests which are the exam board who

write the 11+ papers for Bournemouth & Poole grammar schools. We do not send the papers

home, nor will We be able to provide them after the tests. The answers will also not be sent

home. The papers are our intellectual property, we do not sell our papers, they are only for

the children who take our Mock Tests. 

Once a Mock morning is completed, we will mark your child’s papers and collate their results.

You will then receive our feedback in the form of a detailed report summary, which will

include your child’s scores, percentages, additional data and feedback on their areas for

improvement. We do not list individual questions or examples of the questions that were

incorrect. 

If conditions out of Our control mean that a Mock Test(s) cannot run, then an alternative

provision will be made or the Mock Test(s) will be rearranged. We are committed to

continued, consistent and high quality tuition. 


